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MODULO
UNITA'

DIDATTICA

CONTENUTI LIVELLO DI
APPROFONDIME

NTO

FOUNDATION
A-F

Grammar:
present simple verb to be; possessive adjectives
question words; articles (a, an, the)
plural nouns
this, that, these, those
present simple verb to have got
possessive ‘s; possessive pronouns and whose
there is there are; some, any
prepositions of place
adjectives
prepositions of time: in, on, at
imperatives
verb can: ability and possibility; permissions and requests
be good at + noun or -ing
Vocabulary and communicative skills:
greetings; countries and nationalities
dates (ordinal numbers and months); jobs
family; personal possessions
colours; rooms and furniture; houses; days of the week
season; adjectives; the weather; abilities, the time

presentarsi, scambiare informazioni personali, parlare delle
date, salutare le persone, parlare dei mestieri, della famiglia,
identificare oggetti e persone, presentare la propria famiglia,
parlare di cose possedute, descrivere gli oggetti, chiedere a
chi appartiene un oggetto, parlare del proprio oggetto
preferito, parlare della casa e del mobilio, dire dove stanno
le cose, descrivere la propria stanza, parlare della propria
casa, capire e dare istruzioni e consigli, dire come ci si
sente, parlare del tempo meteorologico, descrivere un posto
che si conosce, parlare di abilità e possibilità, chiedere e
dare permessi, dire l’ora.

SUFFICIENTE



UNIT 1
My week

Grammar:
present simple: positive and negative; questions and short
answer
adverbs and expressions of frequency
object pronouns
verbs of preference + -ing
Vocabulary:
everyday activities
freetime activities
school subjects
jobs and home
Skills:
talking about everyday and weekend activities, talking
about frequency
expressing likes and dislikes
agreeing and disagreeing

DISCRETO

UNIT 2
You are what
you eat

Grammar:
countable and uncountable nouns
how much/how many?
quantifiers: a lot of/lots of, much/many, a little/a few/,
some, any, no
too much/too many
too little, not enough
would like
Vocabulary:
food and drinks
portions and containers
cooking + APPROFONDIMENTO: RECIPES
Skills:
talking about food, drink and diet
expressing quantity
giving instructions
asking and saying prices
ordering food
Speaking: talk about your favourite recipe

BUONO

UNIT 3
Looking good

Grammar:
look/look like/be like
present continuous
present simple vs present continuous
present continuous: future
Vocabulary:
appearance; personality
Skills:
describing people; talking about actions in progress
speaking on the phone
Writing: the description of a famous person

BUONO



UNIT 4
World Famous

past simple: verb to be
past simple: positive regular and irregular verbs
past simple: negative, interrogative and short answers
defining relative clauses
Vocabulary:
the arts and entertainment + APPROFONDIMENTI: the
tools of artists, different kinds of art (materiale extra
fornito)
adjectives
Skills:
talking about the arts and entertainment
talking about the past
using past time expressions
asking for and giving opinion
Writing: a biography of a famous person/artist

MOLTO BUONO

UNIT 5
Get up and go!

Grammar:
past simple irregular verbs
prepositions of place
prepositions of movement
subject/object questions
how far/how long?
Vocabulary:
transport; places in town
Skills:
talking about transport
talking about places in town
describing locations
giving directions
Speaking: talk about your town and transport you use

BUONO

Educazione
Civica

Digital citizenship and cyberbullying DISCRETO

FUORI
PROGRAMMA

Activities on cultural topics (oral and written reception
and production; oral interaction)

DISCRETO


